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An extensive Geld study of various strueturd feabres (striated faults, joints,

dykes and morphotectonic stmctures) on the Santorini (Thera) and Christians island
groups has been crtnied out in order to estimate the stress field that dominates the
area. Since the majority of these features is located in recent vaicanicl products, this
stress field is the active one. The strike, dip and uridth af aIf the dykes outcropping on
the caldera walls from la to Skaros were measured. The rose diagrams of the dykes'
strike show a maximum orientation in a NE SW direction 40") while some minor
concen%rationsoccur in
SSW (N 109 and NW SE (N 1507 directions. This
indicates that the dykes were formed along pre existing open fractures and normal
faults, thus being clearly of tectonic rather than radial volcanic origin, as has been
thought up to now. The HE SW direction coincides with other lineaments in the
Santorini island group (i.e. aligment of volcanic centres, photolineaments, orientation
of geophysical anomalies
e fault measurements etc.), thus suppoeing a tectonic
origin, Stress orientation
- SSE direction of Q) as derived by fault data (nomai
and dextral oblique fault mechanisms) coincides with the one calculated by extensional
joint data. Thus the fracture pattern on the island could be interpreted as the result of a
dear& shear zone, or, alternatively, a biaxial eaension pattem similar to that proposed
for other Cyeladic isiands. Xt is important to note that no de-Earmation was found in
products of the Minoan emption, indicating an entirely pre - @noan tectonic activity.
GeomorphoIagical observations dl over Santo~niisfand show same f e a ~ r e indicating
s
recent fault activity. For exampIe, the area of deep erosion at the southern part of the
island seems to have been affected by a bIind fault.
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The continental collision af the Eurasian and Mdcan plates, south of Crete, and
paicufarly the subduction of the African pla.te under the Aegean is the most &defy
accepted model to account for the extension& tectonics and the past and present: volcanism of the Aegean kclsu. The volcanic centres of Nsyros, Santorini (Thera),
Metos, Methana - Aegina and Sausaki are located about 200 km north of the kontal
compression area and farm the Southern Aegean Voicanic k c .
The central part of the sczuthern Aegean region, which inctudes Santorini, belongs to the Atticocycfadic geotectonic zone. Two mnin rock groups are generally

.

present in the Cycladic islands: a crystalline lower unit of metamorphic rocks, and an
upper unit of metamorphics and granitoids, metamorphosed sediments and votcanics.
The lower group, k n o w as the CycZndic Blue Sehisf Unit,was affected by high - P
metamorphism during the Eocene and was intmded by ganitoids, while the upper one
was affected by low -. P metmorphism in the late Cretaceous. The Blue Schist Unit
consists mainly of metasediments and metavalcanics, pr.obabiy of Mesozoic age, that
were metaxnorphased under blue schist and eclogite facies about 42 Myrs ago. These
high P metamorphic rocks are considered to be the northward extension of the CycIadic massif and also occur within the nape pife that comprises the Hellenides on
maidand Greece.
Santohni island is constmcced mainly of post Pliocene volcanic rocks
although pre - volcanic rocks, mainly late Mesozoic early Cenozoic schists and
marbles, are also present4. The pre - volcanic basement of the island is visible in three
areas: a. in the Mt. Profitis %as Perissa - Empado - Pyrgos Kamari area in the
central part of the island, b. in the Monolithos area in the eastern pad of Santorini, and
c. in the Cape Athinios area. The first two occurrences consist of lightly
metamorphosed carbonate'rocks imbricated with phyllites and metaconglomerates,
while the third consists of a unit of intercalated metamorphosed carbonate, peiitic,
conglomerate, quartzitic and magmatic rocks of unknawn age.
Southern Thera consists af a 200 rn thick succession of pyroclastic rocks,
h a m as the 2lhera @r~clnsticFamatian draped over the pre - volcanic basement
rocks and the Early to M d - Pfeistocene Akrotiti volcanic$. The pyroclastics interdigitate with lava formations of northern origin, suggesting dlterations of explosive and
efisive activity during the evolution af the voicanic field, There have been at least
twelve major explosive enrptians during the last 400 ka, Each of the major eruptions
started with a pumice fail phase and most culminated with empfacement of pyrocIastic
flaws and surges, At least eight eruptions tapped heterogeneous magma chambers,
Four of them vented large votumes of dacitic or rhyodacitic pumice and triggered caldera collapsen. The last major, and most famous, event was the "Minoan" eruption697*\
so named because it is believed to have destroyed the Minoan civilisation in Crete (ca.
1570 f 50 BG),
The position of the vents, both for the pre and post - Minoan volcanic activity, was largely controlled by two NE SW trending voIcanotectonic lines, the Kamenj
and Kalumbo lines, which acted as paths for magma intmsian. Five major explosive
emptions focused on the Kameni line as well as on the Aspronisi tuff ring, The
Kolumbo line controlled the vent position of twa major events; dyke swarms, cinder
cones and the Cape Kolumbo tuff ring noahcast of Santorini,
Due to the position of the Santorini island complex with respect to the Africa Eurasia subduction zone, it is considered to be a very seismically active part of the
Volcanic k c 9 . The fast big seismic event that occurred near to Santarini was that in
h o r g o s island (50 km on the north) on 9 July 1956". The earfhquake, of magnitude
N, =. 7.4, was the largest cmstal event in Greece during the present century. More than
50% of the destfuctian and damage was in the towns of la, Imerovigli and Eira on
Santorini island. It was reported that on Santorini most of the: damage occurred after
the largest affershock (12 b from the villages mentioned above), although the main
shock was more intensely felt. It is interesting.to note that the epicentres of the 1956
main shock and its fargest aftersho* are aligned with the volcanic centres of Thera
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(Santorini) at 36.404" N,25.396'E, Christians (located 25 km southwest of Santorini)
and Kolumbo (located about 6.5 krn northeast of Santorini).

As far as the stntctural geomorphofo$yof the island is concerned, its most important feature is the large morphological depression of the northeastemmost pan of
Santorini, Iocated between Xmerovigli and la. This depression has a roughly N'E SW
trend, thus coinciding with the right - lateral strike slip fault zone of Nt. Wkros
Profitis lflias (sge balotu). Another important morphotectonic feature of the island is the
area between the Akrotiri archaeological excavations and cape Eksonitis - at the
southern end of the island which has been heavily eroded, although the area is not as
weatherable as the northern part of Santorini, According to our interpretation, this area
represents the upward teminatian of a buried blind fault zone trending E - W.This
morphotectonic clue seems to be a realistic approach, as a geothermal field of about
'70' C has been detected by LG.M.E. in a zone perpendicular to the area mentioned
above.
The island's faults were divided into three categories, briefly described in the
following paragraphs.
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Tke riffht' tatgml strike .- slipfaz/Ztzone ofMt. Mikros ProJitis Ilicxs

To the north, Santorini gets very narrow, as has already been mentioned. Sever& fault sites have been studied in this part of the islancf. These sites present intense
strike slip and nomd faulting that is limited to a
SW trending zone which coincides with the Kameni - Rolumbo line. The deformed rocks are the Mkros Profitis
Ilias lava and some older tug rings. At the southern boundary of this zone the faulting
is more intense, md the slickenlines give
I
a cIear idea of the movement. In some
sites step like stmctuce~ were observed, not necessarily .of tectonic origin, as they can a3so be explained as
magma cooling structures. A major dextral strike slip fault zone of HE SW
strik (3.5 - 40' fJ) bounds the deformation zone to the south, whife smafler
normal faults of HE SW strike (40" 70" N) belong to the same zone, The
noahern boundary of this deformation
area is defined by a fairly large tapagraphic depression that marks a zone of
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srnafl faults of diarent strikes constitute
a fractured fault zone where signs of
geotherma! activity are visible. At cape
Kolumbo, the continuation of this fautt

ignibrite at Cape kchangelos. Numbers
indicate dip angle and direction of dip respectively for each fautt,

zone is visible as a series of maidy
SSW trending conjugate
normal faults and accompanying
joints,

-

The Mt, ProPris IZiafnwfts
Mount Profitis Xfias, the
largest peak of Santorini island, is
composed of bedrock cabonate
rocks. Er is deformed by many
maidy normal faults of both
Caldera walls Dykes
Pclrpahrion: 64
ESE and N"E SW strike. The
former roughly define the basement
Fig.2. Rose diagram of the dykes present in the wlcmics contact, while the latter
caldera walls of the northeastern part of the'
occur in the rimestone massif There
island. Their orientation coincides with that
we pame big normal fault slickenobserved in the field, as we11 as with the morsides west of Kamari, with older
phological depression,
strike sIip movement indications,
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Akrotiri areafmrlts

The southern part of
the island is dominated by
faults of extensional character orientated N 100' 170'~
Some of the fault sites studied are situated in the &rotiri, Cape Arcrhangelos
pig. I ) and Cape Maurarachidi areas. In Akrotiri, just
sauth of the village, a faulted
zone has been observed in a
gully, The faults cross-cut
the whole series of the oldest
volcanic rocks of the island
Fig. 3. Normal faults and dyke within Profitis Ilia Mt. (mainlywater lain vitric
volcanics. 1.Upper lavas 2. Debris flow 3. Lower lavas tuRtes and
in the
4, Dyke 5 , Normal faults.
area), while some aP them
were striated,
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The dykes present along the caldera walls acted as lava pathways during past
eruptions. These dykes are concentrated rnatnly in the northeastern part of the caldera,
in the aforementioned Mt. Mikros Profitis Ilias right lateral strike - slip fault zone. In
order to establish a model For their origin, we measured the strike, dip and width for a11
ofthe% The data were collected at the dykes' lowermost part, right at the sea level,
They form two main systems (Fig8 2': a ptimry system trending NE - SW (N 30" 40" and a secondary one trending N S CrJ 0" loa). The N'E - SW main strike is in
agreement with many other lineaments defined in the Santorini island complex
(phototineaments, geophysical anomalies, emplacement of the volcanic centres, etc.).
Many OF them coincide with faults, as is indicated by displaced voicanics alongside
their wdls (Fig. 4'.
This positioning of the dykes indicates that they are o f tectonic origin, and not
of votcanic, as they were considered to be up to now. If they had been volcanic their
strike would be expected to be more or less concentrically arranged in a uniform manner, spanning a wide range of orientations. This radial arrangement, which has been
observed in other cases worldwide, is created during subsequent eruptions of the volcano, converging towards the central part o f the caldera. This is definetely not the case
for Santorini, as has been explained here, The NE - SW main alignment of the dykes
indicates a principat extension with s;being of NW SE direction, while a secondary
- SW direction. This stress regime is in agreement with that
extension axis ties in a
calculated using the methods described in the foilowing chapter.
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b.
Fig. 4. a. Dykes and small normal faults at the northeastern part ofthe caldera, and
b. their interpretation. Many dykes were formed along pre-existing normal faults that
acted as patliways for the lava. Orientation OF the faults is the same with that of the
dykes and coincides with the Mr, Mikros Profitis Ilias dextral strike-stip fault zone.
a.
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The nearby Christiana islands were also mapped in the frame of the cunent
study, in order to compare their fault geometry with the one for Santorini (Fig 6).
They consist mainly of lavas and pumice flows. Fautts on Christiana are small, normal
ones, and they form two groups with strikes similar to the ones obsented on Santorini
SSW a d WNW - SSE),
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The extrapolation of the active stress field of the Santarini island complex was
done using standard numerical stress calculation techniques 11,1513,IJ . These rnethods
use fault data as measured in the field, i.e, fault strike, dip and dip direction, and slickenfine dip to caIculate the stress f etd. Most of the aforementioned methods involve a
minimisation technique called the cot?ditionedsqram mittima method that is applied to
the areas of maximum probability obtained either with the right dihedral method, or the
P and T axes method. We used the ZBM PC compatible computer software F A ~ T "
for data processing with both methods,
h o t h e r methodology applied in Santorini far this study was the estimation of
the stress Geld using joint data, i.e. joint ~ r i k e ,dip, dip direction and widthi6. Joints
have not been widety used in stress fietd catcutation, apart from only a few easesff,le(,I$.
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Fig. 7. Examples ~ F ~ t ranalysis
e ~ s an faults of the island. Stress pattern as obtained by
a, the right dihedraf method (light and dark areas represent czreas of extension and compression respectively), and b. P and T method,

To .process the collected data we used computer sofiware J Q ~ T ~ Data
' . were collected from volcanic dykes dong the caldera walls, as well as &om selected joint sets
at sites on land.
Existing stress calculation data21,22 tndicate that the active stress axis (Q) lies in
a general N S directian in the southern Aege* area with small locd variations
SSW). In many case block mtirrions have been observedu. In Santorress field was calculated using a limited number of faults and joints24.
In our study, the use of a much larger data set of both striated faults fFg. 7'
and joints indicates that the active stress field of the island generally coincides with the
ones previously calculated, as wet1 as the extension that was induced from the dyke
orientation. The kinematic analysis of the neotectonic data shows that the extension
- SSE direction, as it was expected by the fault orientation.
axis 03 Iies in a
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I CONCLUSIONS

The field observations and the interpretations were based an the new considerations of structural geology, taking into account, along with the general stmciural
analysis the rotational companent of the strain, studying microstmctures as shear criteria and particularly the kinematic indicators.
The main characteristics of the island of Santfsrini, as defined by the strzlctural
geomorphology and kinematic analyses, show that the island is domina&d by a NNW SSE extension& stress regime that produces ceaain lineaments, such ES the well
known Kammeni tine, the morphological
depression of the northeastern part of
Santorini, and its connection to the submarine volcanic centre of Kolumbos.
These lines lie in an err e c h ~ l mpattern,
leading to the conclusion that they are
Riedei shears, parts of a large dextral
shear zone that extends towards the island
of horgcrs pig. 8). This is in agreEment
with the afignement of small eaahquakes
in the area between these two islands2'.
The same strike fN 50"E) of normal and
right-lateral faults Grther enhances these
observations, The &uIts and joints obsewed on the island are entirely preMinoan, thus indicating that there is no
post-Minoan tectonic activity.
Fig. 8. Sketch of a generd r d g l for t h ~
Stress orientation
- SSE
s@@sspatfern
ofSat71~rinithat ispr~p~seed
direction of q)as derived by fault data
here. The rnnirt bextr.02 strike-sIfp dejar- (normal and dextral oblique fault mechanlntion is cotmectgd to the regional ex- nisms) coincides with the one caIculated
tgnsio~z,tlihile small tletjintior?~$17 exten- by extensionaljoint data. Thus the fracture
sfon di~octiortcrea~ga kc02 so'rgssfield
pattern of the island could be interpreted
as the result of a dextral shear zc3nC or,

alternatively, a biaxial extension pattern similar to that proposed for other Cycladic
islands. It is impoflant to note that no deformation was found in the Minoan emption
products, indicating an entirely pre-Minoan tectonic activity.
Ceomorphological observations all over Santorini island show some features
indicating recent fault activity. For example, the deep erosion area at th' southem part
of the island seems to have been affected by a blind fault,

This work has been carried out in the frame of the 'Santorini Volcanologic
Laboratory' research project, Eunded by the 'Environment 9 1-94YU programme.
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